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HOW ABOUT YOU?
“I wonder and worry about what the future holds...”
We can’t predict the future, but the Arrow Leadership Program™
equips you to be ready for what’s ahead—to seize opportunities and
overcome challenges.
“I feel isolated and alone, even though I’m on a team...”
The Arrow Leadership Program™ is a safe community providing
relationships with other leaders and mentors to support and
encourage you while enhancing your strengths.
“I want to grow as a leader...”
The Arrow Leadership Program™ strengthens your soul and prepares
you to live and lead more effectively.
“I am looking for direction and focus for the future...”
The Arrow Leadership Program™ builds your capacity and bolsters
your vision for a better future.
“I don’t have a lot of finances…”
This special edition of Arrow Leadership Program™ is discounted
40%, plus additional savings with no travel.

You are not alone. We’re here for you.

MOVING FROM CRISIS TO IMPACT.
The Arrow Leadership Program™ Emerging Stream develops you to Lead Different—boldly, courageously
and effectively—as a Jesus-centered leader. The kind of leader people want to follow for a better future.
The Virtual Emerging Stream is a 14-month highly personal, intentional and transformational experience:
• Jesus-Centered Transformation – Be positioned to experience God’s love, rest in his grace and respond to his
transforming presence in order to become the leader God has designed and called you to be.
• Engaged Learning in Community Over Time – Experience a blended learning approach of self-directed learning
and real-time connections. In addition to four three-day virtual intensive gatherings, you will engage through
class calls, workshops and peer support.
• Training and Coaching – Interact with specialty trainers on various leadership topics and experience the
transforming impact of a local mentoring relationship.
• Assessments and Individualized Feedback – Receive professional assessments, reports and one-on-one
coaching with a specialist to stimulate your self-awareness and guide your leadership development.
How is the Virtual Emerging Stream unique?
• It’s a personal, intentional and transformational experience.
• It’s actively engaging as learners and contributors in real time, not passively watching webinars.
• It includes a mix of online learning (flexible, self-directed reading and assignments) enhanced by live webinteractions with Arrow personnel, peers, coaches and world-class trainers.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
14-month highly personal, intentional and transformational experience with a group of up to 35 leaders
that includes:
• Positioning to experience Jesus-centered
• Professional assessment reports, and one-on-one
transformation.
coaching with an assessment specialist.
• Learning in community over time with a blended • Individualized feedback to grow your self-awareness
learning approach of online (self-directed preparation
and resiliency and guide the development of a
to integrate learning with practice) and virtual (live)
personal leadership development plan.
connections.
• Dynamic learning experience with engaged learners
• Scheduled class calls and topical workshops.
in your cohort through learning and sharing together.
• Four three-day virtual intensive gatherings including • Spouse participation in the assessment process if you
worship, training and small group breakout sessions.
are married.
• Peer support from your cohort and small group • Spouse or key supporter engagement. Spouses and
learning cluster providing a safe space for processing
key supporters are invited to join in for the closing
life and leadership.
celebration.
• Training and interaction with trainers on various • Significant transfer credits. Leverage your
leadership topics.
transformational Arrow experience for significant
transfer credits and cost savings toward master’s
• Mentoring with one of Arrow’s approved mentors,
level and Doctor of Ministry degrees.
meeting together 8-10 times to navigate your learning
and identify key growth areas for your leadership.

PROGRAM DETAILS.
Pricing: $5500 (Base Virtual Classes)

SPECIAL ADD-ON OPPORTUNITY.
Pricing: $7500 (Base Virtual Classes + $2000)
For those who would like to gather for two of the four
intensives, a special add-on opportunity has been created.
What you get for the add-on:
• Two of four Summits will be LIVE
• Interaction with Arrow Staff and other Coaches/Leadership
Partners
• Time together with other leaders from the class/clusters
• Opportunity to “get away from the normal” and lean into
what God has in store
• Cost of the add-on includes transportation to and from airport,
all lodging, and meals. (Flights to airport are not included)

A LEADER’S JOURNEY.

“Arrow helped me to become a more
Jesus-centered leader. I praise God
because my leadership will never be the
same! I now serve with more passion to
make Jesus famous among the people
around me.”
JUAN CHIRINOS
Divisional Youth Secretary The Salvation Army

NEXT STEP.
1. Connect with an Arrow Team member
engagement@arrowleadership.org

2. Begin an Application

https://www.arrowleadership.org/apply-now/

Explore how the Virtual Emerging Stream can sharpen you:
www.arrowleadership.org/virtual-emerging-edition
1.877.262.7769 | engagement@arrowleadership.org

